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Abstract
Inlet management varies by locale due to factors such as infilling rates, dredge availability, and other economic or
community influences. At some inlets, annual dredging of the channel removes large amounts of material and places it
on downdrift beaches much like a typical nourishment project. Other locations dredge monthly continually pumping
relatively smaller amounts of sediment at a given time onto downdrift beaches throughout the year. This study aims to
evaluate two inlets in Palm Beach County using the two different management approaches (Figure 1). Monthly
topographic surveys and cross-shore sediment sampling were conducted on the downdrift beaches at Boca and Jupiter
Inlets, which are the southern- and northern-most inlets respectively. Boca Inlet dredges between 1,376-9,556 m³ of
sediment throughout each month depending on the level of infilling of the inlet, totaling approximately 41,829
m³annually (Figure 3). Jupiter Inlet dredges on a near-annual basis with a yearly average of 35,307 m³ of sediment
placed along the southern beach (Figure 2). During the first few months following placement in April and May 2021,
subaerial scarping and initial profile equilibration morphology were measured in Jupiter (Figures 11-13 and 15). During
the same period, the smaller amount of sediment pumped onto the Boca beach throughout each month did not have
an obvious morphological signature, but rather showed subtle seaward progradation during the summer months
(Figures 8-10 and 14). It’s important also to note that the initial results are from calmer summer months where
longshore sediment transport is to the north with smaller morphologic change expected. However, both sites will
continue to be studied through December to evaluate winter and storm-driven changes at the inlet-adjacent beaches
as well.

Figure 4: Boca dredge exit pipe, showing how the
monthly nourishments are placed.

Difference of Difference of Elevation Models

Figure 6: Jupiter’s annual nourishment from a
east facing view.
Figure 14: Difference of Difference of Elevation model of
Boca beach showing the last survey minus the elevation
differences of the first survey.

Figure 15: Difference of Difference of Elevation model of
Boca beach showing the last survey minus the elevation
differences of the first survey.

Discussion
Additional surveys will be conducted at both sites through January 2022 to measure changes
through the winter months experiencing cold fronts.

Introduction

Sediment samples from the dune toe, mid beach, and shoreline will also be analyzed for
possible selective transport patterns.

Inlet dredging is a critical process for helping keep them navigable.
With beneficial use of dredged material, this process also helps maintain the sediment budget on downdrift beaches.
Dredging can be done on a multitude of time scales from daily to each or more than one year.
This project evaluates changes on two south Florida inlet-adjacent beaches which receive beneficial use of dredged
sediment. Boca Raton beach receives sediment dredged throughout the month from Boca Inlet (Figure 4) and Jupiter
beach receives sediment from dredging of Jupiter Inlet on a near annual basis (Figure 5-7).

Study Area

Figure 5: Jupiter’s annual nourishment from a
north facing view.

Figure 7: Jupiter annual nourishment closeup
showing dredge pumping sediment onto beach.

Preliminary Results
The study is only a few months into its completion, but initial results provide some interesting insights.
Smaller monthly placements between 1,376-9,556 m³ of sediment at Boca beach resulted in a subtle seaward
progradation during the summer months as visible in SI-1-SI-4(Figures 8-10) and the Boca DOD (Figure14).
In Jupiter with a larger one-time placement of 35,307 m³, subaerial scarping and initial profile equilibration
morphology were measured as highlighted in R-13A-R17 (Figures 11-13).

Jupiter is located in northern Palm Beach County and Boca
Raton is in south Palm Beach County (Figure 1).

Summary
The beach adjacent to Boca Inlet received monthly inlet-dredged nourishment
resulting in a subtle progradation of the shoreline through the summer months
(Figure 15-16).
The beach adjacent to the Jupiter Inlet received a larger placement of dredged
material resulting in subaerial scarping lateral diffusion of the nourishment
(Figure 16-17).

Beach Profiles

The beaches are on the downdrift, south side of their respective
inlets (Figure 2 and 3). In both beaches the entire profile is being
analyzed from the dune toe to the shoreline.

Time-series beach profiles will also be analyzed for volumetric change at different elevations
to explore post-placement erosion/accretion patterns and dominant direction of cross- or
alongshore transport.

Average wave heights in this area off the Florida coast are
reduced due to the presence of the Bahamian Archipelago to
the east in the Atlantic (Figure 1).

Before and After

Figure 2: Jupiter Inlet, the northern most inlet in palm
Beach county Florida.

Figure 1: Study Area showing both study locations on opposite ends of Palm beach
county and wave shadow created by Bahamas.

Figure 8: Northernmost beach profile at Boca beach.

Figure 9: Middle beach profile at Boca Beach.

Figure 11: Northernmost beach profile at Jupiter beach.

Figure 16: Jupiter North facing view from mid beach
showing the beach pre-nourishment.

Figure 18: Boca North Facing view from mid beach
showing early summer conditions.

Figure 17: Jupiter North facing view from mid beach
showing beach post-nourishment.

Figure 19: Boca North facing view from mid beach
showing late summer conditions

Figure 12: Middle beach profile at Jupiter beach.

Figure 3: Boca Inlet, The Southernmost inlet in Palm
Beach County.

Methods
Monthly topographic surveys were conducted at both beaches starting in April 2021 when the
placement in Jupiter was being completed.
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Time-series beach profiles provide a cross sectional view of the beaches (Figures 8-13).
Figure 10: Southernmost beach profile at Boca Beach

Figure 13: Southernmost beach profile at Jupiter beach

